
Celtic Source 7 

The Gaelic and Pictish Cultures of Scotland 

1. The Early Gaelic Bards of Scotland. 

- T.O.Clancey, The Triumph Tree (Canongate 1998):  

“. . . poetry of this period . . . was written largely by professionals, who were either 
employed by secular rulers or, in this period, more often trained by and housed in 
monasteries. These professionals were highly status-conscious, acutely aware of ancient 
rights and origins, and dedicated to a rounded attainment of knowledge. The poet was 
responsible for knowing not just poetry but also genealogy, history, custom and story. We 
have a good sense of the poetic class of the early Middle Ages as scholarly, highly 
organised, stratified and self-important.” 

- Dallán Forgaill (fl. 597), ‘Elegy for Colum Cille’: 
  
“This poem, traditionally composed by a secular poet called Dallán Forgaill upon the death 
of St Columba, is by that token one of the earliest pieces of poetry in Gaelic. Although there 
is still some lingering uncertainty about the date of the poem, the material within it certainly 
attests to an early set of traditions about Columba, and attitudes towards the saint which are 
not represented in later texts. It is a highly wrought, often difficult poem, which was 
preserved in later years almost as a piece of scripture, glossed and commented on.”  

V. 
He ran the course which runs past hatred to right action. 
The teacher wove the word. 
By his wisdom he made glosses clear. 
He fixed the Psalms, he made the books of Law known, those books Cassian loved. 
He won battles with gluttony. 
The books of Solomon, he followed them. 
Seasons and calculations he set in motion. 
He separated the elements according to figures among the books of the Law. 
He read mysteries and distributed the Scriptures among the schools, 
and he put together the harmony concerning the course of the moon, 
the course which it ran with the rayed sun, and the course of the sea. 



He could number the stars of heaven, the one who could tell all the rest 
which we have heard from Colum Cille. 

2. The Classical Gaelic Poetry of Scotland 

- T.O. Clancey, The Triumph Tree (Canongate 1998): 

“[There was] . . . a reform in the poetic order which took place in the middle of the 12th 
century. We know too little about the circumstances of this reform, but its effects are plain to 
see. The long connection between monastery and poet was severed, and poets began to be 
trained in separate schools, run by families of respected poets. Poets were now almost 
exclusively in the employ of secular patrons and, while the earlier medieval period shows a 
great variety in types of composition, from around 1200 on we have some five centuries in 
which almost exclusively praise poetry has been preserved. The poetry from 1200 on is 
intensely conservative and uniform in style, metre and language.” 

- Anonymous, ‘Arran’ (mid- to late 12th century): 
  
Arran of the many deer,  
 ocean touching its shoulders  
island where troops are ruined,  
 ridge where blue spears are blooded. 
 
High above the sea its summit,  
 dear its green growth, rare its bogland;  
blue island of glens, of horses,  
 of peaked mountains, oaks and armies. 
 
Frisky deer on its mountains,  
 moist bogberries in its thickets,  
cold waters in its rivers,  
 acorns on its brown oak-trees. 
 
Hunting dogs and keen greyhounds,  
 brambles, sloes of dark blackthorn;  



close against the woods its dwellings;  
 stags sparring in its oak-groves. 
 
Purple lichen from its rocks,  
 faultless grass on its greenswards;  
on its crags, a shielding cloak  
 fawns capering, trout leaping. 
 
Smooth its plain, well-fed its swine,  
 glad its fields – believe the story!  
nuts upon its hazels' tops,  
 the sailing of longships past it. 
 
Fine for them when good weather comes –  
 trout beneath its river banks;  
gulls reply round its white cliff –  
 fine at all times is Arran. 

 
- Anonymous, ‘In Praise of Raghnall, King of Man and the Isles’ (fl. 1187-1229):  

A fruitful place, the sídh of Emhain,  
 shapely the land where it’s found;  
fair fort above all dwellings,  
 where bright apple-trees abound. 
 
Emhain Abhlach the freshest,  
 the summer hue it takes is sharpest,  
scarce a fort or hill is fairer  
 in its clear fresh green garment. 
 
Emhain, cool and pleasant fort,  
 gladdest fort in its hollow;  
on the road to the ancient hold,  
 a new-horned calf being driven.  



Many in fair, fresh-grassed Emhain  
 the men a noble eye surveys:  
a brown steed’s rider, swiftly  
 through a high new-branched sídh’s face.  

Many in Emhain of the inlets  
 which their brown feast has not left:  
those fields tilled since the autumn  
 for the Lord’s body’s pure grain.  

Fine the region of the mound’s man  
 who has drunk the honey’s fruit:  
to go to the barrow’s fair sídh  
 is to go to mead’s smooth fort. 
 
Emhain Abhlach of the yews,  
 glossy its trees’ crests’ colour –  
fresh place of the dark blackthorn,  
 where Lugh was raised, poet’s offspring.  

Emhain of the fragrant apples  
 is without lie Man’s Tara;  
the noble brood of Sadhbh, they  
 are Emhain’s green-branched apples.  

You, the son of noble Sadhbh,  
 are the fairest apple sceptre.  
What god from beside the Boyne  
 conceived you with her in secret? 

Raghnall, king of the stronghold,  
 Da-Thi’s great ridge seeks your head:  
you will get, Sadhbh’s noble son,  
 speech from the slab on Tara’s side.  
 
 * * * 



 
Today, Emhain will not get  
 a lover like you – you are the helpmeet. 
A hillock like it in aspect, 
 find it on the earth’s surface. 

- Gille-Brighde Albanach (fl. 1200-30) ‘On Cathal Crobhdherg, King of 
Connacht’  (1198-1224): 
 
The Redhand has come to Cruachan.  
 I see his badge in his hand:  
through the patron saints’ deeds are gained  
 those promised to Ireland’s bright-grassed land. 
 
He has come, as Berchán promised;  
 sure our knowledge, Cruachan’s Red-Hand.  
At Carn Fraích he’s donned his kingship  
 First, he has hushed the land’s wind.  

Cruachan’s Redhand has made fertile  
 the green woods of the warm land;  
struck with a mallet, each white hazel  
 will pour down the fill of a vat. 
 
His reign has put grain in the ground,  
 brought blossoms through branches’ tips.  
The laws of that bright Greek candle  
 have brought acorns to the oaks. 
 
Banbha has recognised her king,  
 in one month, it’s borne a quarter’s growth.  
The wood which trembled with decay  
 has in his reign once more borne fruit. 

When autumn comes, the fruit will reach  
 Galway’s lord of the swift mounts:  



cluster on cluster, ear on ear  
 will stretch from Ceis Corrain to Cruach. 

3. Gaelic Praise of Pictish Kings. 

- Anonymous Gaelic Verse Fragments: 

‘On Oengus, son of Fergus’ (d.761?) 

Good the day when Oengus took Alba, 
 hilly Alba, with its strong chiefs; 
He brought battle to towns, with boards, 
 with feet and hands, and with broad shields. 

‘On the death of Cinaed son of Ailpin’ (d.858) 

That Cinaed with his hosts is no more 
 brings weeping to every home: 
no king of his worth under heaven 
 is there, to the bounds of Rome. 



4. Symbols of Pictish Power. 

- Class I = 500 - 800 AD, Pictish Symbols 
- Class II = 700 - 900 AD, Pictish Symbols and Christian Symbols 

- Class I and II stones in Scotland: 



- Dunnichen Stone (Class I): 



- Aberlemno 1 (Class I): 

 

- Pictish plaque from Norrie's Law hoard (c. 700?) 



- Aberlemno 3 (Class II): 



- Hilton of Cadboll Stone (Class II): 


